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Credit  Card  Fraud,  Looney
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Barber Shop
NXT
Date: February 8, 2022
Location: Capitol Wrestling Center, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Vic Joseph, Wade Barrett

We are a week away from Vengeance Day but there is another
title match to get through first. This week will see Mandy
Rose defending the Women’s Title against Kay Lee Ray in a
match that seems likely to have some shenanigans. Other than
that, we continue the men’s Dusty Classic while trying to find
a field for the women’s version. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap

The opening video features Mandy Rose talking about all of her
success and demands to be taken serious.

Dusty  Rhodes  Tag  Team  Classic  Semifinals:  Grizzled  Young
veterans vs. Creed Brothers

The Creeds break up the Veterans’ trash talking entrance and
start  the  fight  fast.  That  means  Gibson  gets  beaten  down
inside  as  the  brothers  get  to  take  turns  on  him.  Brutus
suplexes Julius onto Gibson but a cheap shot allows the tag to
Drake. Julius runs Drake over without much trouble and isn’t
fooled as Gibson comes in off a blind tag. Some alternating
Creed knees to Gibson’s ribs set up a gutwrench suplex so
Drake tags himself back in.

The Veterans get in a double team on Brutus on the floor
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though and it’s a catapult to send him throat first into the
ring structure. Back in and the chinlock stays on the throat
but Brutus manages to muscle Gibson up for a suplex. Drake
cuts off the hot tag attempt with a sleeper though and Brutus
is cut off again. That’s broken up though and the hot tag
brings in Julius to power Drake around.

A suplex gets him out of a front facelock and everything
breaks down. Drake hits a heck of a suicide dive to take out
Julius on the floor, setting up a Doomsday Device for two back
inside. It’s back to Brutus to clean house with the power but
more double teaming takes him down. What looks like a 450 is
loaded up but Julius runs in to run the ropes and superplex
Drake for a huge crash. The basement lariat finishes Gibson at
12:03.

Rating: B. There was a story here with the Veterans having
experience but being taken down by the power and ability. The
fans were WAY into the Creeds and that is something that has
been  lacking  from  this  version  of  NXT.  This  was  a  high
intensity match though and the Creeds finally getting their
shot at Imperium (assuming we don’t get a surprise) sounds
good.

We look at Raquel Gonzalez beating Cora Jade and Gonzalez
agreeing to team with her.

Jade is happy but Yulisa Leon/Valentina Feroz come in to mock
her in Spanish. Gonzalez pops in to out-insult them. Leon and
Feroz leave, with Gonzalez saying only she can call Jade that.
Jade: “Wait, what did they call me?”

Last  week,  Wendy  Choo  and  Amari  Miller  stole  Tiffany
Stratton’s  credit  card.

This  week,  Choo  and  Miller  celebrate  credit  card
fraud/theft/whatever  illegal  activity  that  was.

Wendy Choo vs. Tiffany Stratton



Choo works on the arm to start and frustrates Stratton by
dodging some kicks. A one footed dropkick sends Stratton into
the corner, setting up a running elbow (with Choo putting her
hands under her head like she’s asleep). Now it’s a chinlock
with a similar motion but Stratton (who seems to have broken a
nail) fights up. Choo gets knocked into the corner and kicked
down, setting up a corkscrew Vader Bomb to finish Choo at
3:01.

Rating: C-. There might be some hope here, as while Stratton
isn’t much of an original idea, she’s a lot better than Oops I
Feel Asleep. The credit card story is stupid but this should
be the end of it, at least for now. They need some new stars
in  the  women’s  division  and  Stratton  could  be  a  little
something if she is given the chance.

Draco Anthony is disappointed with his lost but Joe Gacy and
Harland come in for a pep talk.

Pete Dunne is ready to crush Tony D’Angelo in a cage next
week. Anthony comes in to offer him good luck before their
match tonight but Dunne would rather snap his fingers.

Draco Anthony vs. Pete Dunne

Joined in progress with Anthony hitting a suplex but Dunne
goes for the singers to cut that off. More finger twisting
ensues, followed by a Kimura that is broken up pretty quickly.
A suplex sends Dunne outside, where he has to deal with an
interfering Tony D’Angelo. Back in and the Bitter End finishes
Anthony at 4:42.

Rating: C. Anthony got to do some stuff here before falling to
Dunne, as he should have. What surprised me here was the fact
that Dunne had to deal with the interference but didn’t lose
as a result. It was nice to see a change from the expected
result, as WWE has a bad tendency to stick with the same tired
formulas.



Post match Dunne goes after D’Angelo and busts out a bunch of
weapons. D’Angelo declares the guy “Looney Tunes” and Dunne
says let’s take all of these weapons and attach them to the
cage. Sure why not.

Zoey Stark says Io Shirai needs a new partner for the Dusty
Classic. She needs to be someone hard hitting and just as
crazy as Shirai, so Shirai says she’s in.

Dakota Kai finds Wendy Choo’s shopping bags (which she and
Amari Miller just left there) and says they won’t make her
happy.

LA Knight vs. Sanga

Grayson Waller is here with Sanga. Knight comes to the ring
and instantly feels like a star. He looks like he has been
there  before  and  has  charisma  instead  of  being  the  same
assembly line style person with some gimmick that defines him.
It’s such a notable difference. Knight slugs away at Sanga
(with the amazing mustache) to start but gets knocked outside
with a single shot.

Sanga gets posted (that sounded hard) but is still able to
block BFT. Knight is right back up with a springboard dropkick
for  two,  with  Sanga  kicking  him  off.  Waller  takes  off  a
turnbuckle  pad,  but  the  distracted  referee  misses  Knight
raking Sanga’s eyes. Sanga misses a charge into the exposed
buckle though and it’s a jumping neckbreaker to give Knight
the pin at 3:11.

Rating: D+. It wasn’t exactly good but I’ll take this over
building Sanga up as the next monster with little chance of
becoming a star. Knight vs. Waller isn’t quite a mega feud but
it’s something for Knight to do before he (presumably) gets
called up to the main roster. Sanga looks intimidating but he
wasn’t exactly looking great here, which probably won’t stop
him around here.



Post match Knight jumps Waller and beats him down but has to
bail from Sanga.

Duke Hudson isn’t worried about Dante Chen….and he wants Indi
Hartwell to win the Women’s Tag Team Titles.

It’s time for a Championship Summit between Bron Breakker and
Santos Escobar. Breakker is ready to fight and says let’s just
flip the table over right now. Escobar calls him naive and
says he is pulling all the strings. Breakker still wants to
fight….and here is Dolph Ziggler, who has been arguing with
Breakker on Youtube and Twitter. Ziggler has a seat at the
table and puts his feet up before saying Breakker is doing
well enough on Twitter, but who is he? Breakker: “I’M THE NEXT
CHAMPION PAL!” He offers Ziggler the next shot after Escobar,
but Ziggler calls that a rookie mistake.

Ziggler  lists  off  his  accomplishments  and  says  that  even
though he has lost 99/100 matches or so, Breakker knows what
he  can  do.  Cue  Tommaso  Ciampa  to  cut  Ziggler  off  (while
calling him kid) and say he likes the idea of getting the
title back. Escobar cuts them both off and says he’s going to
win the title and then deal with Ziggler and Ciampa. That’s
not cool with Ciampa, who says he’s next in line, if that’s ok
with Kid.

Ziggler laughs off the idea of Ciampa fighting in the same
place in front of the same people and wants to know when the
gloves come off. Ciampa kicks him in the face and they fight
tot he floor, leaving Legado del Fantasma to jump Breakker
from behind. Breakker fights back but gets put through the
table to leave him laying.

This was a nice surprise as Ziggler is the kind of person who
could do a lot of good around here. We get one of his best
promos in a LONG time as he was getting to do something
different than the same stuff he has been doing for about ten
years now on the main roster. Ziggler vs. Ciampa to set up



Ziggler vs. Breakker works, as NXT gets some star power from
someone who could be useful around here. Good stuff and better
thinking.

Kay Lee Ray breaks a bunch of stuff with her bat.

Grayson Waller says LA Knight just broke his restraining order
and next week, he’s going to jail.

Dakota Kai vs. Sarray

Joined in progress with Sarray missing the Sunray dropkick and
getting caught with some running kicks to the face in the
corner. A missile dropkick gives Sarray two but Kai hits a
Scorpion kick (on the second try) for two of her own. Back up
and Kai misses her kick in the corner, setting up a kick from
Sarray. The Sunray dropkick sets up the high collar suplex for
the pin on Kai at 4:11.

Rating: C. I’m not sure what is going on with Kai but she has
gone from someone who felt ready to break into the main event
scene to cannon fodder for the Sarray rebuilding project. This
was a competitive match but it was over in four minutes with
Sarray hitting her scary finisher for the win. Kai seems in a
downward spiral and that’s kind of weird given how much more
she has been appearing with her new persona.

Carmelo Hayes and Trick Williams are at the barber shop and
convince everyone that Hayes is the favorite against Cameron
Grimes next week. As usual, Hayes is one of the best things
about this show as he feels like he’s being an amped up
version of himself rather than a character.

Toxic Attraction and Indi Hartwell/Persia Pirotta talk trash
about their Tag Team Title match. A photo of Hartwell/Duke
Hudson is pulled out though and the fight is on.

WWE  celebrates  Black  History  Month  with  a  look  at  Jackie
Joyner-Kersee.



Nikkita Lyons knows how to sing and how to fight.

Brooks Jensen and Josh Briggs try to ask out Kayden Carter and
Kacy Catanzaro for Valentine’s Day but it winds up being more
of a group thing. Jensen even offers to pay Briggs to take one
of them away at a movie but doesn’t have much money.

Dusty  Rhodes  Tag  Team  Classic  Semifinals:  MSK  vs.  Malik
Blade/Edris Enofe

MSK takes over on Blade to start and a Bronco Buster gets an
early  one.  Enofe  comes  in  and  gets  kicked  down  as  well,
meaning it’s back to Blade, who gets kicked down again. We
take a break with MSK in full control and come back with Enofe
getting suplexed down. Blade comes back in for a rollup on Lee
and a gordbuster/cutter combination gets two. Carter comes
back in for a save though and Blade is sent to the floor. A
corner dropkick sets up the Doomsday Blockbuster to send MSK
to the finals at 9:30.

Rating: C+. They had a tricky path to walk here as MSK felt
like major favorites who then had to make you believe that
Blade and Enofe had a chance. That didn’t really happen, but I
like Blade and Enofe together. At the same time though, MSK
needed to win here as the Creeds beating Blade and Enofe
wasn’t going to mean a thing.

Cameron Grimes is in Cameron, North Carolina and talks about
his humble beginnings. Now he is a self made man and has
everything he wants…except some gold.

Wendy Choo mocks Dakota Kai for losing her match and leaves in
a huff.

Indi Hartwell/Persia Pirotta jump Toxic Attraction on the way
to the ring but Mandy Rose, who wasn’t really hurt, has to
defend the title anyway.

Women’s Title: Mandy Rose vs. Kay Lee Ray



Rose is defending and gets chopped so hard that her choker is
knocked off. Rose gets in a few shots of her own but is
quickly knocked outside, setting up the dive from Ray. Back in
and Rose sends her head first into the middle buckle and then
does it over and over for a bonus. The bodyscissors goes on
and  we  get  an  audio  update  on  Toxic  Attraction  and
Hartwell/Pirotta  being  escorted  from  the  building.

Ray gets her face slammed into the mat and it’s off to an
abdominal stretch with an elbow in the ribs. That’s broken up
and Ray pulls her into a Koji Clutch but Rose is out pretty
fast. The KLR Bomb is countered into a sunset flip to give
Rose two but Ray superkicks her down. Ray goes up….and Toxic
Attraction is here anyway to distract the referee/shove Ray
off the top. Rose’s running knee retains the title at 8:02.

Rating: C-. After having watched Ray for a long time in NXT
UK, it is sad to see her being toned down like this so Rose
can keep up. I don’t think it’s any secret that Rose isn’t the
best in the ring, but she is wrestling/acting EXACTLY as she
should be. It wouldn’t make sense for Rose to be out there
tearing the house down when she openly brags about how her
looks get her everywhere. She wrestles a safe, basic style
that gets her where she needs to go and I’ll take that over a
lot of the other people you see doing the same match over and
over. That being said, the ending sucked the life out of this
and that’s never good.

Post match Toxic Attraction loads up the bat but Io Shirai
runs in for the save. Toxic Attraction is cleared out and we
have another Dusty Classic team to end the show.

Overall Rating: C. I almost never have any idea what to make
of this show anymore and that was the case again here. It’s a
bunch of stuff happening and while there are good parts, there
are also a lot of things that are just flat out dumb. They try
to rush through too many things and it leaves you with a lot
of “get this over with” feelings. The good stuff does work and



there was a lot of it tonight, but then you see one of WWE’s
bad ideas and you know it’s only going to get worse.

Results
Creed Brothers b. Grizzled Young Veterans – Basement lariat to
Gibson
Tiffany Stratton b. Wendy Choo – Twisting Vader Bomb
Pete Dunne b. Draco Anthony – Bitter End
LA Knight b. Sanga – Jumping neckbreaker
Sarray b. Dakota Kai – Sunray dropkick
MSK b. Malik Blade/Edris Enofe – Doomsday Blockbuster to Enofe
Mandy Rose b. Kay Lee Ray – Running knee

 

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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